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Abstract—Acute exercise can modulate the excitability of the non-exercised upper-limb representation in the primary motor cortex (M1). Accumulating evidence demonstrates acute exercise aﬀects measures of M1 intracortical
excitability, with some studies also showing altered corticospinal excitability. However, the inﬂuence of distinct
M1 interneuron populations on the modulation of intracortical and corticospinal excitability following acute exercise is currently unknown. We assessed the impact of an acute bout of leg cycling exercise on unique M1
interneuron excitability of a non-exercised intrinsic hand muscle using transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS)
in young adults. Speciﬁcally, posterior-to-anterior (PA) and anterior-to-posterior (AP) TMS current directions were
used to measure the excitability of distinct populations of interneurons before and after an acute bout of exercise
or rest. Motor evoked potentials (MEPs) and short-interval intracortical inhibition (SICI) were measured in the PA
and AP current directions in M1 at two time points separated by 25 min of rest, as well as immediately and 30 min
after a 25-minute bout of moderate-intensity cycling exercise. Thirty minutes after exercise, MEP amplitudes were
signiﬁcantly larger than other timepoints when measured with AP current, whereas MEP amplitudes derived from
PA current did not show this eﬀect. Similarly, SICI was signiﬁcantly decreased immediately following acute exercise measured with AP but not PA current. Our ﬁndings suggest that the excitability of unique M1 interneurons
are diﬀerentially modulated by acute exercise. These results indicate that M1 interneurons preferentially activated
by AP current may play an important role in the exercise-induced modulation of intracortical and corticospinal
excitability. Ó 2021 IBRO. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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INTRODUCTION
A growing body of literature highlights the ability of acute
exercise to alter cortical neurophysiology, facilitate
neuroplasticity and enhance motor learning (Roig et al.,
2012; McDonnell et al., 2013; Singh et al., 2014a,b;
Smith et al., 2014; Mang et al., 2014, 2016; Thomas
et al., 2016; Mooney et al., 2016; Stavrinos and Coxon,
2017; Ferrer-Uris et al., 2017; Lulic et al., 2017; Neva
et al., 2017, 2019; El-Sayes et al., 2019; Yamazaki
et al., 2019; Andrews et al., 2020). Transcranial magnetic
stimulation (TMS) has been an important tool for understanding the eﬀects of exercise on the human brain. For
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example, a single bout of exercise induces a greater
response to repetitive TMS (rTMS) protocols (McDonnell
et al., 2013; Mang et al., 2014, 2016; Singh et al.,
2014b; Andrews et al., 2020), suggesting that exercise
may prepare or ‘prime’ the brain for neuroplasticity. Studies have further elucidated the possible neurophysiological mechanisms underlying these eﬀects using singleand paired-pulse TMS protocols to investigate exerciseinduced changes in intra- and inter-hemispheric circuitry
within the primary motor cortex (M1; Singh et al., 2014a;
Smith et al., 2014; Mooney et al., 2016; Lulic et al.,
2017; Neva et al., 2017; Stavrinos and Coxon, 2017; ElSayes et al., 2019; Yamazaki et al., 2019).
Various inhibitory and facilitatory circuits of the upperlimb representation in M1 are altered following acute
lower limb cycling exercise. For example, acute exercise
decreases short-interval intracortical inhibition (SICI;
Singh et al., 2014a; Smith et al., 2014; Lulic et al., 2017;
Stavrinos and Coxon, 2017; El-Sayes et al., 2019;
Yamazaki et al., 2019) and long-interval intracortical inhibition (Mooney et al., 2016). Acute exercise also modulates intracortical facilitation (Singh et al., 2014a; Lulic
et al., 2017; Yamazaki et al., 2019) and short-interval
intracortical facilitation (Neva et al., 2017). Other work
shows that these eﬀects extend to interhemispheric inhibition, as the ipsilateral silent period decreases bilaterally
following acute exercise (Neva et al., 2017). Further,
paired pulse and dual site TMS studies showed that inhibitory connectivity to M1 from other regions such as the
somatosensory cortex (Yamazaki et al., 2019; Brown
et al., 2020) and the cerebellum (Mang et al., 2016) are
modulated following an acute bout of exercise. Taken
together, the results to date suggest that there may be
a complex interplay between cortico-cortical, M1 intracortical and corticospinal excitability modulation following an
acute bout of exercise. It should be noted that not all studies reported consistent eﬀects of acute exercise on measures of cortical circuit excitability and that diﬀerent
exercise intensities/types elicit diﬀerential eﬀects. Some
studies showed no modulation of SICI using moderate
(Mooney et al., 2016) or light intensity (Morris et al.,
2020) exercise, while others found increased (Singh
et al., 2014a) or decreased (Lulic et al., 2017) intracortical
facilitation using moderate intensity. Other work demonstrated a lack of consistent modulation of long-interval
intracortical inhibition using moderate (Singh et al.,
2014a; Mooney et al., 2016) or high-intensity interval
exercise (Stavrinos and Coxon, 2017). Further, whether
or not exercise, at any intensity/type (light, moderate or
high-intensity interval) aﬀects corticospinal excitability is
unclear; most studies found no impact of acute exercise
(McDonnell et al., 2013; Mang et al., 2014; Singh et al.,
2014a,b; Smith et al., 2014, 2018; Neva et al., 2017;
Stavrinos and Coxon, 2017; Yamazaki et al., 2019;
Andrews et al., 2020; El-Sayes et al., 2020; Morris
et al., 2020), yet some recent work demonstrates evidence for facilitated corticospinal excitability (Ostadan
et al., 2016; Lulic et al., 2017; El-Sayes et al., 2019;
MacDonald et al., 2019; Opie and Semmler, 2019).
To date, TMS studies have exclusively used a
posterior-to-anterior (PA) current to provide insight into

neurophysiological changes associated with acute
exercise, despite evidence suggesting that an anteriorto-posterior (AP) current may activate a unique set of
interneurons (Hanajima et al., 1998; Ziemann and
Rothwell, 2000; Di Lazzaro et al., 2001b, 2001a, 2012;
Paulus et al., 2008; Hamada et al., 2013, 2014). Singlepulse TMS generates multiple descending volleys of
activity via direct (D-waves) or indirect (I-waves; early
and late) activation of the corticospinal neurons in M1
resulting in a motor evoked potential (MEP; Hanajima
et al., 1998, 2002; Ziemann and Rothwell, 2000; Di
Lazzaro et al., 2001b, 2001a, 2012; Ilić et al., 2002;
Paulus et al., 2008; Hamada et al., 2013, 2014). At low
intensities, PA TMS preferentially activates early Iwaves, whereas an anterior-to-posterior (AP) TMS (180°
relative to PA) preferentially activates late I-waves (Di
Lazzaro et al., 1998b, 2001b, 2012). The I-wave patterns
elicited by these two diﬀerent TMS current directions may
represent distinct PA-sensitive and AP-sensitive interneuron circuits within M1 (Hamada et al., 2014; Mirdamadi
et al., 2017; Cirillo et al., 2018; Hannah et al., 2018; Ni
et al., 2019; Spampinato, 2020). Further, the excitability
of these interneuron circuits is diﬀerentially modulated
with distinct motor tasks (Mirdamadi et al., 2017;
Hannah et al., 2018), suggesting that there may be unique
functional roles of AP- and PA-sensitive interneurons. For
instance, motor tasks requiring greater attentional allocation (Mirdamadi et al., 2017), enhanced motor preparation
(Hannah et al., 2018), and prolonged task practice requiring visuomotor remapping (Spampinato et al., 2020), preferentially modulate interneuron circuits sensitive to AP
TMS current. However, it is currently unknown whether
acute exercise diﬀerentially modulates the excitability of
these distinct M1 interneurons.
Common interpretation of the evidence that acute
exercise modulates TMS measures focuses on the
underlying GABAergic mechanisms. Speciﬁcally, a bout
of exercise modulates GABAA-receptor and GABABreceptor mediated activity (Inghilleri et al., 1996;
Ziemann et al., 1996a,b, 1998b; Kimiskidis et al., 2006;
McDonnell et al., 2006; Irlbacher et al., 2007; Chen
et al., 2008; Paulus et al., 2008; Udupa et al., 2010;
Neva et al., 2017; Turco et al., 2018) known to underlie
the various TMS measures used in previous studies
(Singh et al., 2014a; Smith et al., 2014; Mooney et al.,
2016; Lulic et al., 2017; Neva et al., 2017; Stavrinos and
Coxon, 2017; El-Sayes et al., 2019; Opie and Semmler,
2019; Yamazaki et al., 2019; Brown et al., 2020).
Although GABAergic mechanisms underlie these TMS
measures, each of those used in previous studies (e.g.,
SICI) preferentially suppress the late I-wave without
aﬀecting the early I-wave (Hanajima et al., 1998, 2002;
Ilić et al., 2002; Paulus et al., 2008; Di Lazzaro et al.,
2012). Taken together, these results suggest that acute
exercise may preferentially modulate late I-waves, which
is indicative of AP-sensitive interneuron modulation in
M1. However, the role of AP interneuron modulation in
the response to acute exercise has not been directly
tested.
Therefore, the overall objective of the current study
was to employ PA and AP TMS to understand the
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impact of an acute bout of cycling exercise on unique
interneuron excitability within M1. As moderate-intensity
exercise showed modulation of measures representing
late I-wave recruitment (e.g., SICI) in the majority of
previous work (Singh et al., 2014a; Smith et al., 2014;
Mooney et al., 2016; Lulic et al., 2017; Neva et al.,
2017; Stavrinos and Coxon, 2017; El-Sayes et al., 2019,
2020; Yamazaki et al., 2019; Brown et al., 2020), we used
this type and intensity of exercise to investigate the potential changes in AP- and PA-sensitive excitability. The
study had two aims. The ﬁrst aim was to determine
whether a single bout of lower-limb cycling exercise diﬀerentially alters corticospinal excitability in AP-sensitive as
compared to PA-sensitive interneurons. Although the evidence to date suggests that acute exercise does not alter
corticospinal excitability tested with PA stimulation (Mang
et al., 2014, 2016; Singh et al., 2014a; Smith et al., 2014;
Mooney et al., 2016; Neva et al., 2017; Stavrinos and
Coxon, 2017; Brown et al., 2020; Morris et al., 2020),
AP stimulation at low intensities may activate unique M1
interneurons (Di Lazzaro et al., 1998b, 2001b) and thus
reveal M1 modulation not previously captured. Therefore,
we hypothesized that acute exercise would increase AP
corticospinal excitability measured with low TMS intensity,
without a signiﬁcant change in corticospinal excitability
measured with PA stimulation. The second aim was to
investigate whether the same bout of acute exercise
would diﬀerentially modulate SICI measured with AP
compared to PA currents. We hypothesized that acute
exercise would decrease PA SICI as found previously
(Singh et al., 2014a; Smith et al., 2014; Lulic et al.,
2017; Stavrinos and Coxon, 2017; El-Sayes et al., 2019;
Opie and Semmler, 2019), with further decrease in AP
SICI.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
Participants
Twenty-four healthy right-hand dominant (Edinburgh
Handedness Inventory; Oldﬁeld, 1971) individuals participated in the study (mean age ± SD: 27 ± 5.7 years, 12
females). Participants were screened for contraindications to TMS and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI)
using standard screening forms. All participants were free
from neurological disorders. The Clinical Research Ethics
Board at the University of British Columbia approved all
experimental procedures and participants provided written informed consent in accordance with the Declaration
of Helsinki.
Experimental design
Each participant completed a single experimental session
to determine the diﬀerential inﬂuence of an acute bout of
exercise on PA- and AP-sensitive interneurons, quantiﬁed
with MEPs and SICI. Neurophysiological measurement
was performed at two timepoints prior to the exercise
bout (T0 and T1) separated by 25 min of rest, and
immediately (T2) and 30 min after (T3) exercise
completion (Fig. 1). The order of testing for
neurophysiological measures was randomized across
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participants. Sessions were conducted at the same time
of day (±3 h) to account for ﬂuctuations in corticospinal
excitability (Tamm et al., 2009). Self-reported physical
activity routines were measured via the International
Physical Activity Questionnaire (IPAQ; Craig et al., 2003).
Electromyographic recording
Electromyography (EMG) recorded from participants’
right abductor pollicis brevis (APB) was used for all TMS
measures. Electrodes with 1-cm diameter were arranged
in a belly-tendon montage, with the ground electrode on
the dorsum of the hand (Covidien, Mansﬁeld, MA, USA).
EMG data were collected using LabChart software
(LabChart 7.0). EMG signals were sampled at 2 kHz,
pre-ampliﬁed at 1 kHz and band-pass ﬁltered at
1000 Hz using a PowerLab data acquisition system and
a bioampliﬁer (AD Instruments, Colorado Springs, CO,
USA). Data were recorded in a 500-ms sweep from
100 ms before to 400 ms after TMS delivery.
Transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS)
During the collection of all TMS measurements,
participants were seated comfortably in an adjustable
chair and were at rest. A Magstim BiStim 2002
stimulator (Magstim Co., UK) connected to a ﬁgure-ofeight shaped coil (Magstim 70 mm P/N 9790, Magstim
Co., UK) was used to deliver a monophasic TMS pulse.
TMS coil orientation was held to elicit current ﬂow in
either a PA or AP direction. PA coil position was held at
a 45° angle to the mid-sagittal plane with the handle
facing backwards; for the AP direction, the coil was
rotated 180° (Fig. 2A). To ensure coil positioning was
accurate and consistent across the session, each
individual’s T1-weighted MRI image was used in
conjunction with Brainsight neuronavigation software
(Rogue Research Inc, Montreal, QC, Canada). With the
coil held over M1 in a PA orientation, the ‘hotspot’ for
the APB representation was found. This same hotspot
location was used for AP TMS. At this location, the
resting motor threshold (RMT), deﬁned as the lowest
stimulus intensity that elicited ﬁve out of 10 MEPs
greater than or equal to a peak-to-peak amplitude of
50 lV, was determined for both PA and AP directions.
TMS pulses were delivered at a random rate between
0.15 and 0.2 Hz throughout the study.
MEP amplitudes in both PA and AP directions were
used to assess potential changes in corticospinal
excitability. MEPs were assessed at 110, 130, and
150% of RMT to determine if, as expected based on
previous research (Day et al., 1989; Sakai et al., 1997;
Di Lazzaro et al., 1998a, 2001b; Hamada et al., 2013,
2014; Cirillo et al., 2016, 2018), lower stimulation intensity
(i.e., 110% RMT) was necessary to preferentially activate
separate interneuron circuits targeted with PA and AP
stimulation and thus identify unique exercise-related modulation within these interneuronal pools. Ten stimuli were
delivered at each intensity, and the order of intensities
was randomized.
SICI was measured to assess the inﬂuence of acute
exercise on intracortical inhibition, measured in both the
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Fig. 1. Experimental Design. TMS measures were assessed prior to (T0) and following (T1) 25 min of rest. Exercise was then performed and TMS
measures were reassessed immediately (T2) and 30 min after the exercise was completed.

Fig. 2. Motor evoked potential (MEP) latency (I-wave recruitment) results. (A) TMS coil orientations over the left (dominant) M1 APB
representation. Lateral-medial (LM), depicted in black, was used to preferentially elicit D-waves. Posterior-anterior (PA), represented by dark grey
lines, was used to preferentially elicit early I-waves. Anterior-posterior (AP), shown with light grey lines, was used to preferentially elicit late I-waves.
Electromyographic (EMG) traces are displayed from a representative participant, recorded from the right (dominant) APB. Vertical dotted lines
represent MEP onset latency elicited by each TMS current direction (LM, PA, AP). (B, C) Box whisker plots for MEP latency data elicited by LM
(black), PA (dark grey), and AP (light grey) current directions are shown in B. MEP latency diﬀerences are shown in C, in which the box depicts the
median, 25th and 75th percentiles, and the whiskers represent the 5th and 95th percentile. Individual data is overlayed in both B and C. Individual
data in C are connected with lines and are slightly staggered for ease of viewing. Statistical ﬁndings are displayed within the graph. **p < 0.05,
***p < 0.001.

PA and AP directions. As previously described, a
subthreshold conditioning stimulus (CS) was followed by
a suprathreshold test stimulus (TS) over the M1 APB
hotspot. The CS was delivered at 80% RMT; the TS

was delivered at an intensity (% maximum stimulator
output, MSO) that consistently produced an MEP with a
peak-to-peak amplitude of 1 mV. SICI was collected
with 2-ms interstimulus intervals (ISIs) in the PA TMS
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current direction and with 3-ms ISI for the AP TMS current
direction based on previous research (Smith et al., 2014;
Sale et al., 2016; Lulic et al., 2017; Cirillo et al., 2018).
The 2-ms ISI for PA SICI was chosen based on the majority of past work that showed a signiﬁcant reduction of inhibition following acute exercise (Smith et al., 2014; Lulic
et al., 2017; Stavrinos and Coxon, 2017; Yamazaki
et al., 2019) and other studies that demonstrated a 3ms ISI during PA SICI assessment may be inﬂuenced
by mechanisms of facilitation (Peurala et al., 2008).
Avoiding the latter confound was particularly important
since our previous work showed that the same acute bout
of exercise enhances the facilitatory mechanisms that
may inﬂuence PA SICI assessment at 3-ms ISI (Neva
et al., 2017). The 3-ms ISI for AP SICI was chosen based
on recent work that showed consistent and robust inhibition compared to 2-ms ISI (Sale et al., 2016; Cirillo
et al., 2018) and since there may be longer cortical transmission using AP TMS (Spampinato et al., 2020;
Spampinato, 2020). To assess SICI at each timepoint,
10 paired pulses (CS + TS) and 10 TS pulses were delivered in a randomized order for PA and AP orientations.
MEP latencies were determined using the earliest
MEP latency out of the block of 10 MEPs to assess Iwave recruitment and conﬁrm unique interneuron
recruitment. This was done for both PA and AP
directions (at 110% RMT), as well as in the lateral-tomedial (LM) direction to provide an estimation of Dwave activation (using 150% RMT, which was
determined in the PA direction).
Exercise
Participants performed a 20-minute exercise bout of
lower-limb cycling conducted on a cycle ergometer
(Ergoselect 200; Ergoline, Bitz, Germany) and with
heart rate continuously monitored at the wrist using a
wrist-mounted heart-rate monitor (Mio Alpha 53p).
Participants completed a 5-minute warm-up (at 50 watts
(W), at a self-selected cadence) followed by 20 min of
continuous stationary biking at 65–70% of each
individuals’ age-predicted maximal heart rate while
maintaining a cadence between 70 and 90 rotations per
minute. Age-predicted maximal heart rate was
determined as 220-age for males and 224-age for
females. Importantly, the speciﬁc parameters used in
the current study were selected to align with past work
showing moderate intensity exercise induced modulation
of measures related to late I-wave recruitment (e.g.,
SICI), and thus may be more likely to modulate APsensitive interneurons. Throughout the exercise session,
the modiﬁed Borg scale (1–10) was used to assess
ratings of perceived exertion (RPE) (Borg, 1998), as
reported every ﬁve minutes by the participants, and HR
was continuously monitored by the experimenters and
recorded every 5 min. Participants were instructed to
keep their hands relaxed (not gripping the handlebars)
with their arms resting on top of the handlebars during
the session in order to avoid any contraction and/or fatigue of the target non-exercised intrinsic hand muscle.
To conﬁrm target muscles were relaxed, EMG was
recorded from the APB.
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Rest
The period of rest between the ﬁrst two sets of TMS
assessment consisted of sitting comfortably, semireclined in a chair. Participants were instructed not to
perform any tasks with their upper limbs (e.g., using a
mobile device). The duration of the rest period was
25 min to equate it to the duration of the exercise protocol.
Data processing and statistical analysis
Repeated measures analyses of variance (RM-ANOVA)
were used to test the eﬀects of exercise on MEP
amplitudes and SICI, measured with PA and AP coil
orientations. Post hoc analyses were performed using
Tukey’s HSD where appropriate. Residual statistics,
skewness and kurtosis values and plots were produced
to ensure normality and homoscedasticity of data. All
statistical procedures were conducted using SPSS
(SPSS 25.0) software and signiﬁcance was set at
p < 0.05. Eﬀect sizes were calculated and reported as
partial eta squared (g2partial) on the strength of signiﬁcant
eﬀects, and were interpreted based on previously
developed guidelines (Cohen, 1988).
Neurophysiological measures

RMT, TS %MSO and TS MEP amplitudes. RMT (%
MSO) was compared across TMS current directions as
determined at the beginning of the experiment using a
one-way ANOVA including within-subjects factor TMS
CURRENT (PA, AP). TS %MSO values during SICI
assessment were compared across TMS currents to
ensure stable TMS intensity before and after exercise
using a two-way RM-ANOVA with within-subjects factors
TIME (T0, T1, T2, T3) and TMS CURRENT (PA, AP).
Similarly, TS MEP amplitudes were compared across
TMS currents to ensure stable corticospinal output
excitability during SICI assessment before and after
exercise using a two-way RM-ANOVA with withinsubjects factors TIME (T0, T1, T2, T3) and TMS
CURRENT (PA, AP).
MEP latency
MEP onset latency was determined using a semiautomated system and deﬁned as the time point where
the rectiﬁed EMG signal exceeded 5-fold of the mean
pre-stimulus EMG. MEP latencies elicited with each
current direction (PA, AP, LM) and MEP latency
diﬀerences (DPA-LM, DAP-LM) were used as indirect
measures of I-wave recruitment (Ni et al., 2011;
Hamada et al., 2013, 2014; Cirillo et al., 2016, 2018;
Sale et al., 2016; Spampinato et al., 2020) to conﬁrm
unique interneuron activation (Di Lazzaro et al., 2001a;
Cirillo et al., 2016, 2018). The earliest response MEP
latency for each current direction was compared with a
one-way RM-ANOVA including within-subjects factor
TMS CURRENT DIRECTION (PA, AP, LM). MEP latency
diﬀerences between PA-LM and AP-LM were compared
using a paired samples t-test.
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MEPs and SICI
MEP and SICI EMG data were inspected for voluntary
muscle activity. Peak-to-peak MEP amplitudes (mV)
were processed using custom MATLAB scripts. All trials
with any visible voluntary pre-stimulus EMG data were
discarded (0.02% of trials). SICI was expressed and
analyzed as a ratio of CS + TS over TS amplitude,
where smaller values represent more inhibition and
larger values represent less inhibition (disinhibition).
To measure the eﬀect of acute exercise on
corticospinal excitability measured with PA and AP
current, the ten MEPs were averaged for each of the
three intensities and each TMS current direction. Twoway RM-ANOVAs were performed using within-subjects
factors TIME (T0, T1, T2, T3) and TMS CURRENT (PA,
AP) for each stimulus intensity (110, 130, 150% RMT).
We performed statistical analyses on each stimulus
intensity individually as the use of lower stimulus
intensities (i.e., 110% RMT) increases the chance to
preferentially activate unique interneuron circuits with
PA and AP TMS current directions (Hamada et al.,
2013, 2014; Cirillo et al., 2016, 2018; Mirdamadi et al.,
2017; Ni et al., 2019).
To assess the eﬀect of acute exercise on SICI
measured with PA and AP currents, the MEPs for the
10 TS stimuli and the 10 paired CS + TS pulses were
averaged for each current direction. A two-way RMANOVA was performed using within-subjects factors
TIME (T0, T1, T2, T3) and TMS CURRENT (PA, AP).
Bivariate correlational analyses were conducted to
assess relationships between MEP latency diﬀerences
(AP-LM) and signiﬁcant changes in neurophysiological
measurements after exercise. These analyses were
performed based on previous work demonstrating
relationships between DAP-LM MEP latency and MEP
diﬀerences in response to other interventions such as
theta burst stimulation (Hamada et al., 2013).
Smallest detectable change (SDC)
In order to assess whether the signiﬁcant exerciseinduced change in the TMS measures exceeded values

which could be attributed to measurement error
(Beckerman et al., 2001), we used the data from T0 and
T1 to calculate the smallest detectable change
(SDCgroup), as described previously (Schambra et al.,
2015; Samusyte et al., 2018; Turco et al., 2019). Brieﬂy,
SDCindividual was calculated ﬁrst with the formula
SDCindividual = 1.96  Standard Error of Measurement
p
(SEMeas)  2, where a 95% conﬁdence interval is represented by 1.96, the variance associated with pre- and
p
post-measurements is accounted for with 2, and the
p
SEMeas is calculated as Mean Squared Error (MSE)
(Weir, 2005). The SDCindividual values were then used to
determine the SDCgroup as we were interested in assessing the change that was occurring after exercise on a
group level rather than an individual level. This was done
p
with the formula: SDCgroup = SDCindividual/ n., SDCgroup.

RESULTS
Physical activity, acute exercise and TMS values
All participants demonstrated moderate-to-high levels of
physical activity according to the long-form IPAQ (Craig
et al., 2003), with a mean (±SEM) metabolic
equivalents-min/week of 3655 ± 495. The exercise bout
was successfully completed by all participants. During
the acute exercise, the average heart rate was 132.3 ±
5.8 bpm and average RPE 3.8 ± 1.2 (corresponding to
between ‘‘moderate” to ‘‘somewhat hard” perceived exertion). Table 1 displays the RMT values, MEP amplitudes
recorded during onset latency assessment as well as %
MSO values and TS amplitudes for SICI. RMT values
were signiﬁcantly diﬀerent across TMS CURRENT (PA
mean RMT: 43 ± 7% MSO; AP mean RMT: 55 ± 8%
MSO; F1,23 = 347.45, p < 0.001, g2partial = 0.94). As
expected, TS % MSO values during SICI were diﬀerent
across TMS CURRENT (F1,23 = 138.31, p < 0.001,
g2partial = 0.86), but not across TIME (F3,69 = 2.09,
p = 0.11) nor was there an interaction between factors
(F3,69 = 0.547, p = 0.652). Importantly, TS amplitudes
during SICI were not diﬀerent across TMS CURRENT
(F1,23 = 2.784, p = 0.11) and TIME (F3,69 = 1.319,

Table 1. Test Stimulus and resting motor threshold (RMT) data. Displayed are the test stimulus intensities (shown in % of maximum stimulator output,
% MSO) and corresponding MEP amplitudes (shown in mV) during collection of short-interval intracortical inhibition (SICI) at all timepoints (T0, before
rest; T1, after rest; T2, immediately after exercise; T3, 30 min after exercise) for each current direction (posterior-anterior, PA; anterior-posterior, AP).
At the bottom of the table, RMT for each current direction (PA, AP) is shown in % MSO as well as MEP amplitudes elicited during assessment of MEP
onset latencies in each current direction (LM, PA and AP). Group average values are shown with standard deviation
Test Stimulus (% MSO)

Pre-T0

Pre-T1

Post-T2

Post-T3

Posterior-to-anterior current (PA)
Anterior-to-posterior current (AP)
Test Stimulus MEP (mV)
Posterior-to-anterior current (PA)
Anterior-to-posterior current (AP)
Resting Motor Threshold (% MSO)
Posterior-to-anterior current (PA)
Anterior-to-posterior current (AP)
MEP amplitude (mV) – onset latency assessment
Lateral-to-medial current (LM)
Posterior-to-anterior current (PA)
Anterior-to-posterior current (AP)

59 ± 15
74 ± 17
Pre-T0
1.3 ± 0.3
1.4 ± 0.4
Pre-T0
43 ± 7
55 ± 8
Pre-T0
1.7 ± 0.8
0.53 ± 0.4
0.54 ± 0.4

59 ± 15
74 ± 16
Pre-T1
1.4 ± 0.4
1.5 ± 0.5

59 ± 15
74 ± 16
Post-T2
1.4 ± 0.4
1.4 ± 0.4

58 ± 14
73 ± 16
Post-T3
1.4 ± 0.4
1.4 ± 0.5
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p = 0.275), nor was there an interaction between factors
(F3,69 = 0.636, p = 0.594).

I-wave recruitment using diﬀerent TMS currents (Ni et al.,
2011; Sale et al., 2016; Spampinato et al., 2020).

MEP latency

The eﬀect of acute exercise on PA and AP
corticospinal excitability

An eﬀect of TMS CURRENT (F2,46 = 187.02,
p < 0.00001, g2partial = 0.89; see Fig. 2 for MEP onset
latency data) was found, with post-hoc analyses showing
that LM MEP latency (21.1 ± 1.4 ms) was shorter than
PA (22.4 ± 1.4 ms; p < 0.001) and AP (23.9 ± 1.4 ms;
p < 0.001), and PA was shorter than AP (p < 0.001).
Also, MEP latency diﬀerence between PA-LM and AP-LM
was signiﬁcant (t1,23 = 12.9, p < 0.000001), with DAPLM (2.9 ± 0.8 ms) greater than DPA-LM (1.3 ± 0.8 ms).
These results are similar to previous work on MEP
latencies recorded at rest and are indicative of unique

For the lowest stimulation intensity (110% RMT) MEPs, a
TIME  TMS CURRENT interaction was found
(F3,69 = 3.76, p = 0.015, g2partial = 0.14), with post hoc
analysis indicating greater AP MEP amplitude at T3
compared to T0 (p = 0.012), T1 (p = 0.002) and T2
(p = 0.023), with no statistically signiﬁcant changes to
PA MEPs (Fig. 3A). Further, there was no statistically
signiﬁcant eﬀect for TMS CURRENT (F3,69 = 0.227,
p = 0.639), whereas there was a main eﬀect of TIME
(F3,69 = 4.34, p = 0.007, g2partial = 0.16). For higher
stimulation intensities (130% and 150% RMT), there were

Fig. 3. Corticospinal excitability (MEP) results. (A–C) Displays average peak-to-peak MEP amplitudes elicited with AP (black) and PA (white)
current directions for 110% RMT (A), 130% RMT (B), and 150% RMT (C) at each timepoint (T0, before rest; T1, after rest; T2, immediately after
exercise; T3, 30 min after exercise). (D–F) Individual data is displayed for each corresponding stimulus intensities of 110% RMT (D), 130% RMT
(E), and 150% RMT (F) at each timepoint for MEP data elicited with AP (dark grey) and PA (light grey) current directions. G-I. Box and whisker plots
for MEP amplitudes at 110% RMT (G), 130% RMT (H), 150% RMT (I), in which the box depicts the median, 25th and 75th percentiles, and the
whiskers represent the 5th and 95th percentile. Individual data is overlayed. AP is displayed in black and PA is shown in light grey. Bars represent
standard error of the mean. *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01.
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no signiﬁcant eﬀects due to acute exercise (Fig. 3B, C).
Speciﬁcally, for MEPs at 130% RMT, there was no
signiﬁcant eﬀect of TMS CURRENT (F1,23 = 1.41,
p = 0.247), TIME (F3,69 = 1.06, p = 0.371), nor an
interaction between factors (F3,69 = 1.24, p = 0.303).
Finally, for MEPs at 150% RMT, there was no signiﬁcant
eﬀect of TMS CURRENT (F1,23 = 3.02, p = 0.096),
TIME (F3,69 = 0.243, p = 0.866), nor an interaction
between factors (F3,69 = 1.134, p = 0.341).
The eﬀect of acute exercise on PA and AP
intracortical inhibition
A TIME  TMS CURRENT interaction was found
(F3,69 = 3.14, p = 0.031, g2partial = 0.12), with post hoc
analysis indicating less AP SICI at T2 compared to T0
(p = 0.025) and T1 (p = 0.049), with no statistically
signiﬁcant changes to PA SICI (Fig. 4). A main eﬀect of
TMS CURRENT was also found (F1,23 = 5.39,
p = 0.029, g2partial = 0.19) indicating greater overall
inhibition elicited by AP current. Finally, the main eﬀect of
TIME was not statistically signiﬁcant (F3,69 = 2.41,
p = 0.074).
Correlational analysis of MEP latency diﬀerence and
changes in neurophysiological measures
No signiﬁcant correlations were found between DAP-LM
MEP
latency
and
signiﬁcant
changes
in
neurophysiological measures following acute exercise.
Smallest detectable change (SDC)
The SDCgroup for AP MEPs at 110% RMT was 0.135. The
diﬀerence in AP MEP amplitudes between T3 and T0
(0.326), T3 and T1 (0.370), and T3 and T2 (0.306)
exceeded this value. The SDCgroup for AP SICI was
0.059, and the diﬀerence between T2 and T0 (0.163) as
well as T2 and T1 (0.151) exceeded this value.

DISCUSSION
This is the ﬁrst study to demonstrate that a single bout of
acute exercise preferentially impacts unique interneuron
excitability in M1. Results revealed that AP-sensitive
MEPs and SICI were modulated following exercise,
whereas no evidence was found for PA-sensitive
measures. Speciﬁcally, AP MEPs measured at low
stimulus intensities (110% RMT) were enhanced 30 min
following acute exercise. Also, AP SICI was disinhibited
immediately following acute exercise, whereas there
was no eﬀect for PA SICI. We conﬁrmed that these
results were not due to measurement error via smallest
detectable change analysis. Taken together, our results
indicate that M1 interneurons that are preferentially
activated by AP current may play an important role in
the exercise-induced modulation of intracortical and
corticospinal excitability.

AP-sensitive corticospinal excitability increased
following acute exercise
As hypothesized, we found that AP-sensitive corticospinal
excitability was enhanced by an acute bout of cycling
exercise, whereas no evidence was found for a similar
eﬀect on PA-sensitive excitability. There is growing
evidence that AP- and PA-directed TMS currents over
M1 can measure and modulate diﬀerent sets of
interneuron input to corticospinal neurons (Day et al.,
1989; Di Lazzaro et al., 2001b, 2001a; Hamada et al.,
2013, 2014; Cirillo et al., 2016, 2018; Sale et al., 2016;
Mirdamadi et al., 2017; Hannah et al., 2018). For example, subthreshold paired-associative stimulation (PAS)
with a 25-ms ISI requires AP current to elicit a robust corticospinal excitability increase, whereas PAS with a 21.5ms ISI requires PA TMS (Hamada et al., 2014). Additionally, cerebellar-M1 inhibition tested with a PA current over
M1, but not an AP current, is modulated following PAS
(21.5-ms ISI) with PA TMS (Spampinato et al., 2020). Fur-

Fig. 4. SICI results. (A) Displays conditioned/unconditioned ratios, where greater values represent less inhibition, for AP (black) and PA (white)
current directions at each timepoint (T0, before rest; T1, after rest; T2, immediately after exercise; T3, 30 min after exercise). (B) Individual data is
displayed at each timepoint for SICI data elicited with AP (dark grey) and PA (light grey) current directions. (C) Box and whisker plots for AP (black)
and PA (light grey) SICI. The median, 25th percentile and 75th percentile are represented in the box, while the 5th and 95th percentiles are depicted
by the whiskers. Bars represent standard error of the mean. *p < 0.05.
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ther, motor tasks requiring greater visual attention
(Mirdamadi et al., 2017) and motor preparation (Hannah
et al., 2018) preferentially modulate AP-sensitive
interneuron excitability, and motor task practice involving
novel sensorimotor mapping alters cerebellar-M1 inhibition tested with AP current over M1 (Spampinato et al.,
2020). Recent modelling evidence suggests that AP currents may activate a cortical site within the precentral
gyrus that is more anterior than that activated with PA currents (Aberra et al., 2020). Similarly, it is hypothesized
that AP stimulation activates more rostral areas of M1 that
receive inputs from the premotor cortex (Groppa et al.,
2012; Volz et al., 2015). It has been hypothesized that
AP stimulation could activate inputs from the premotor
or primary somatosensory cortices (Di Lazzaro et al.,
2008, 2012; Volz et al., 2015). Thus, it is possible that
our ﬁndings of exercise-enhanced AP-sensitive circuitry
are associated with enhanced input from such regions
outside of M1 (Rajab et al., 2014; Thacker et al., 2014;
Yamazaki et al., 2019; Brown et al., 2020). A recent study
showed that acute exercise enhanced cortical activity
contributing to movement preparation, which is likely supported by the premotor cortices (Thacker et al., 2014).
Other work showed that acute exercise increased connectivity between M1 and primary somatosensory cortices (Rajab et al., 2014), and modulated measures of
sensorimotor integration using a combination of peripheral nerve stimulation and TMS (Yamazaki et al., 2019;
Brown et al., 2020). Contextualized with past work, our
ﬁndings suggest that distinct interneuron populations activated by AP TMS may be preferentially altered by acute
exercise, and that these interneuron populations could
be inﬂuenced by regions outside of M1 (e.g., premotor
and somatosensory cortices).
Although this is the ﬁrst study to directly test the
eﬀects of acute exercise on AP- and PA-sensitive
interneuron excitability, complimentary evidence comes
from previous research investigating the response to
PAS following exercise (Mang et al., 2016). Speciﬁcally,
acute exercise enhanced the response to a PAS protocol
(i.e., with a 25 ms ISI) shown to be dependent on APsensitive interneurons, whereas there was no evidence
of enhanced response to a PAS protocol (i.e., with a
21 ms ISI) shown to be dependent on PA-sensitive
interneurons (Hamada et al., 2014; Mang et al., 2016).
Considering these previous results, the current ﬁndings
are not surprising. Thus, our work highlights the importance of AP-sensitive interneurons to the modulation of
corticospinal excitability following a bout of acute
exercise.
An increase of AP-sensitive corticospinal excitability
was found at 30 min post acute cycling exercise, but
this eﬀect was not present immediately after exercise.
These results are supported by and extend previous
ﬁndings. Past work has shown modulations in cortical
circuitry 15–30 min after exercise that was not present
immediately. Speciﬁcally, previous work showed
decreased SICI only 15 min (Smith et al., 2014), 20 min
(Yamazaki et al., 2019), or 30 min (Singh et al., 2014a)
post acute exercise. Other work showed increased longaﬀerent inhibition measured only at 30 min post acute
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exercise (Brown et al., 2020). The mechanisms by which
such delayed eﬀects occur are unclear. However, it is
possible that a competition between stress hormones
(e.g., cortisol), neurotrophic factors (e.g., brain derived
neurotrophic factor) and neurotransmitters (e.g., GABA)
released during and after acute exercise (Mang et al.,
2013; Skriver et al., 2014) contribute to a delayed
enhancement of cortical circuit excitability. The release
of neurotrophic factors and neurotransmitters may accumulate with time after exercise and eventually oﬀset the
detrimental eﬀects of cortisol (Sale et al., 2008; Mang
et al., 2013) on cortical excitability as measured using
TMS. As we did not measure these factors this idea
remains speculative. It is important to note that several
measures of enhanced cortical excitability occur immediately following exercise, including measures of SICI
(Smith et al., 2014; Lulic et al., 2017; Stavrinos and
Coxon, 2017; El-Sayes et al., 2019), intracortical facilitation (Singh et al., 2014a), short-interval intracortical facilitation (Neva et al., 2017), long-interval intracortical
inhibition (Mooney et al., 2016), transcallosal inhibition
(Neva et al., 2017) and cerebellar inhibition (Mang et al.,
2016), as well as some studies that showed an immediate
increase of corticospinal excitability following exercise
(Lulic et al., 2017; El-Sayes et al., 2019; Opie and
Semmler, 2019). Therefore, future work should comprehensively measure the timing of cortical excitability modulation in parallel with hormone and neurotrophic factor
release following exercise to further understand the nature of immediate and delayed eﬀects of acute exercise.
AP-sensitive intracortical inhibition decreased
following acute exercise
Partially supporting our hypothesis, we found that APsensitive SICI decreased following acute exercise,
whereas no evidence for a similar eﬀect was found for
PA-sensitive SICI. Our combined ﬁndings of SICI
disinhibition and increased MEP amplitude, both tested
with AP current, may provide evidence that distinct APsensitive interneuron populations are preferentially
modulated by acute exercise. It is important to note that
the exercise-induced change in SICI was not
confounded by the increased AP MEP amplitudes
following acute exercise. This is because the test
stimulus MEP amplitude (i.e., corticospinal output
excitability) was controlled to remain constant before
and after exercise. We discuss the potential
explanations for the current ﬁndings below.
Several studies now indicate that distinct interneuron
excitability modulation can be tested using paired pulse
paradigms similar to the current SICI measures, such as
the combination of a conditioning peripheral nerve
stimulation (Mirdamadi et al., 2017), or TMS pulse over
the cerebellum (Spampinato et al., 2020), followed by
AP TMS over M1. Speciﬁcally, Mirdamadi et al. (2017)
showed greater disinhibition of short-aﬀerent inhibition
tested with AP current while performing a task that
required high visual attention allocation, whereas shortaﬀerent inhibition tested with PA current was unaltered
(Mirdamadi et al., 2017). Similarly, Spampinato et al.
(2020) showed decreased cerebellar-to-M1 inhibition
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tested with PA TMS over M1 following PAS with a 21.5 ms
ISI, whereas this measure tested with AP TMS was unaltered. Spampinato et al. (2020) also showed that
cerebellar-to-M1 inhibition tested with AP TMS over M1
decreased following prolonged practice of a sequential
motor task involving visuomotor remapping compared to
the same measure with PA TMS over M1 (Spampinato
et al., 2020). Since the paired pulse measures collected
in these previous studies used both AP and PA TMS over
M1, ﬁndings were interpreted as indicative of unique APsensitive interneuron modulation. In combination with our
data, these previous studies suggest that modulation of
AP-sensitive interneurons contributed to the disinhibition
of AP SICI following acute exercise. However, as discussed below, there are other potential explanations for
the current ﬁndings.
Previous work has postulated that modulation of
GABAA-receptor mediated activity contributes to the
exercise-induced disinhibition of SICI (Singh et al.,
2014a; Smith et al., 2014; Mooney et al., 2016; Lulic
et al., 2017; Neva et al., 2017; Stavrinos and Coxon,
2017; El-Sayes et al., 2019; Opie and Semmler, 2019;
Brown et al., 2020). The role of GABAA-receptor mediated
activity underlying the phenomenon of SICI has been
demonstrated by previous pharmacological studies
(Ziemann et al., 1996a,b; Hanajima et al., 1998; Di
Lazzaro et al., 2012). It is possible that modulation of
GABAergic receptor activity may underpin the current
ﬁndings, as several studies conﬁrm that acute exercise
modulates response to various single and paired pulse
TMS measures (Singh et al., 2014a; Smith et al., 2014;
Mooney et al., 2016; Lulic et al., 2017; Neva et al.,
2017; Stavrinos and Coxon, 2017; El-Sayes et al., 2019;
Yamazaki et al., 2019), all of which likely involve certain
levels of GABAA-receptor and/or GABAB-receptor mediated activity (Inghilleri et al., 1996; Ziemann et al.,
1996a,b, 1998b; Kimiskidis et al., 2006; Chen et al.,
2008; Paulus et al., 2008). The inﬂuence of GABAAreceptor mediated activity would presumably be common
in SICI measured with AP and PA TMS. Since the current
study showed exercise-induced disinhibition in AP, but
not PA SICI, it seems that AP-sensitive interneuron populations play an important role in exercise-induced disinhibition of SICI. However, we cannot discount the possibility
that our ﬁndings stem from a combination of the two
mechanisms (i.e., GABAergic receptor activity and APsensitive interneurons).
The use of AP current is thought to provide a more
robust and reliable measure of SICI compared to a PA
current (Amassian et al., 1987; Di Lazzaro et al., 1998b,
2001b; Hanajima et al., 1998; Hamada et al., 2014;
Cirillo et al., 2016, 2018; Sale et al., 2016). For example,
one study found that AP SICI showed age related diﬀerences in healthy people whereas SICI measured with
PA current did not (Sale et al., 2016). SICI measured in
the AP direction elicits consistently greater inhibition (with
a 3 ms ISI) compared to PA SICI (with either 2 or 3 ms ISI)
in young healthy individuals (Cirillo et al., 2018). It is possible that the current ﬁndings of exercise-induced SICI
disinhibition measured with an AP current may simply
reﬂect the greater sensitivity of this measure. However,

previous work demonstrated that late I-wave suppression
during SICI collection occurred regardless of PA or AP
TMS current direction (Hanajima et al., 1998), which suggests that exercise likely modulated these unique
interneuron populations diﬀerently.
Lack of signiﬁcant PA-sensitive intracortical
inhibition change following acute exercise
Contrary to our hypothesis and the majority of previous
ﬁndings (Singh et al., 2014a; Smith et al., 2014; Lulic
et al., 2017; Stavrinos and Coxon, 2017; El-Sayes et al.,
2019; Opie and Semmler, 2019; Yamazaki et al., 2019),
we did not ﬁnd evidence that acute exercise changed SICI
measured with PA current. This ﬁnding underscores a
degree of inconsistency in the eﬀects of acute exercise
on measures of cortical excitability (Nicolini et al., 2020).
For instance, most past work found a reduction in PA SICI
following acute exercise, yet there are two studies that
found no evidence of a change, similar to the current
results (Mooney et al., 2016; Morris et al., 2020). While
the reason for the discrepancy is unclear, it may be due
to the possible lack of sensitivity of PA current during SICI
collection (Cirillo et al., 2016, 2018; Sale et al., 2016).
First, although research has shown that PA TMS preferentially activates early I-waves, there is also evidence that
PA current recruits both early and late I-waves (Di
Lazzaro et al., 1998a, 2001a; Hanajima et al., 1998; Di
Lazzaro and Rothwell, 2014). By activating interneurons
responsible for the generation of both early and late Iwaves, it is possible that measurement of SICI with PA
current is less robust as compared with AP current
(Amassian et al., 1987; Di Lazzaro et al., 1998b, 2001b;
Hanajima et al., 1998; Hamada et al., 2014). This diﬀerence could have led to the discrepant ﬁndings (Mooney
et al., 2016; Morris et al., 2020). Relatedly, previous work
showed that greater suppression of the late I-wave
occurred with higher conditioning stimulus intensities
when measuring SICI with both PA and AP current
(Hanajima et al., 1998). It is possible that employing a
higher conditioning stimulus intensity than that used in
the current study (80% RMT) may have increased the
possibility to detect a change in PA SICI following exercise. Although beyond the scope of the current study,
future work should comprehensively examine the stimulus
parameters of SICI with both PA and AP currents to further understand the eﬀects of acute exercise. Our results
could be explained by speciﬁc EMG and TMS parameters
employed to measure the eﬀects of exercise on SICI,
such as recording from diﬀerent upper-limb muscles
(e.g., APB rather than ﬂexor pollicis brevis, ﬁrst dorsal
interosseous, extensor carpi radialis) or using various
conditioning and test stimulus intensities as well as ISIs
(Singh et al., 2014a; Smith et al., 2014; Mooney et al.,
2016; Lulic et al., 2017; Stavrinos and Coxon, 2017; ElSayes et al., 2019; Opie and Semmler, 2019; Morris
et al., 2020). Future work could explore the eﬀects of
acute exercise on multiple non-exercised muscle representations in M1 and employ various TMS parameters
(e.g., conditioning and test stimulus intensities, ISIs,
etc.) to further understand the eﬀects of acute exercise
on SICI.
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Limitations
There are limitations to this study to consider when
interpreting the current results. First, the test stimulus
intensity used during SICI collection was slightly higher
(1.4 mV) than that used in previous studies (1–
1.3 mV) using AP TMS current (Ni et al., 2011; Hamada
et al., 2013, 2014; Mirdamadi et al., 2017; Cirillo et al.,
2018; Hannah et al., 2018), which may have inﬂuenced
the current SICI results. However, since the test stimulus
MEP amplitude and the %MSO remained consistent
before and after rest and acute exercise, and previous
results showed that TS MEP amplitudes up to 4 mV (with
PA TMS) elicited signiﬁcant inhibition (Roshan et al.,
2003), it is unlikely that the test stimulus alone inﬂuenced
the current results. Second, the conditioning stimulus
intensity was determined at rest using 80% RMT, which
is diﬀerent from several other studies that used a percentage of active motor threshold during slight isometric muscle contraction (Hamada et al., 2013, 2014; Cirillo et al.,
2018, 2020; Hannah et al., 2018; Mooney et al., 2019).
It is possible that the higher conditioning stimulus intensity
used in the current study inﬂuenced the results, since the
majority of previous studies used 70 to 90% active motor
threshold when assessing AP SICI (Cirillo et al., 2018,
2020b; Hannah et al., 2018; Mooney et al., 2019) and it
is not currently known how diﬀerent %RMT conditioning
stimulus intensities may inﬂuence AP SICI. Third, mechanisms of short-interval intracortical facilitation may have
inﬂuenced the current AP SICI ﬁndings, as previous work
has shown a relationship between these measures
(Ziemann et al., 1998a; Ortu et al., 2008; Peurala et al.,
2008). Although previous work showed that conditioning
and test stimulus intensities similar to the current study
are likely below threshold for eliciting short-interval intracortical facilitatory mechanisms using PA TMS (Ortu
et al., 2008), it is possible that such facilitatory mechanisms may inﬂuence SICI using AP TMS. Fourth, the
MEP latencies may have been underestimated in two
ways: (1) the collection of MEPs at rest and (2) the use
of 150% RMT determined in the PA direction for LM stimulation. We assessed MEP latencies elicited using diﬀerent TMS currents (LM, PA and AP) at rest using %RMT,
which is not common in past studies using a small preactivation and percentage of active motor threshold
(Hamada et al., 2013; Cirillo et al., 2016, 2018; Hannah
et al., 2018). Still, our results indicate signiﬁcant diﬀerences between raw MEP onset latencies (LM, PA and
AP) and MEP latency diﬀerences (DPA-LM and DAPLM), which is indicative of unique I-wave recruitment
and consistent with studies using a similar method at rest
(Ni et al., 2011; Sale et al., 2016; Spampinato et al.,
2020). Finally, RMT was not assessed in the LM TMS
direction. Instead, 150% RMT in the PA direction was
used to assess LM MEP onset latency. Therefore, the
LM MEP latency could have been underestimated. However, previous work used a TMS intensity to elicit a
1 mV MEP to assess MEP onset latencies with LM,
PA and AP currents (Ni et al., 2011) and we conﬁrmed
that the average (±SD) MEP amplitude collected during
LM onset latency was 1.7 ± 0.8 mV, indicating that
150% RMT assessed in PA direction was likely a suﬃ-
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cient intensity to elicit corticospinal excitability indicative
of D-wave generation.
Future directions
The results from the current work provide an important
ﬁrst step in investigating the impact of exercise on APand PA-sensitive interneurons within M1; however, there
are a number of questions that remain to be answered
to further our understanding. The current work used a
very precise methodology for measuring M1
neurophysiology; expanding this to include a number of
additional parameters will be important for enhanced
applicability of results. First, we performed TMS
measures at rest to control for the potential combination
of eﬀects from performing a task during measures (i.e.,
10% of maximum voluntary contraction using visual
feedback) and to control for potential fatigue that may
combine with lower-limb exercise. Future studies should
consider performing single-pulse TMS measures with
light pre-activation, since previous studies have shown
this may further isolate the AP and PA circuits (Hamada
et al., 2013; Cirillo et al., 2016, 2018; Hannah et al.,
2018). Second, increasing the range of CS and TS intensities and the number of interstimulus intervals may
extend the current ﬁndings of exercise-induced modulation of SICI. Third, in line with previous literature, we
found that AP SICI showed greater baseline inhibition to
PA SICI (Cirillo et al., 2016, 2018). Although preexercise PA SICI was similar to previous research that
found a decrease in SICI following acute exercise
(Singh et al., 2014a; Smith et al., 2014; Stavrinos and
Coxon, 2017), future work could consider controlling the
level of pre-exercise inhibition by adjusting the CS intensity to elicit 50% inhibition (Mooney et al., 2016) with
AP and PA TMS to conﬁrm the current ﬁndings. Fourth,
assessing diﬀerent types (continuous vs. interval), intensities (low, moderate, high) and durations is warranted as
past work has indicated that such parameters can
uniquely impact cortical excitability and plasticity. Understanding the diﬀerential neurophysiological impact of
these parameters will inform targeted exercise prescription for speciﬁc populations of interest (e.g., older adults,
individuals with stroke). Fifth, the individuals in the current
study were highly active (>3000 METs/week), which may
lead to physiological changes that impact the response to
exercise, such as increased eﬃciency of BDNF uptake
(Nofuji et al., 2012). Given past research suggesting that
there might be diﬀerences in exercise-induced changes in
corticospinal excitability based on activity levels (Lulic
et al., 2017), we cannot rule out the possibility that a sample with less active individuals would have responded differently to our exercise protocol. Therefore, since it is
beyond the scope of the current study, future studies
should compare between groups of individuals with diﬀerent activity levels to identify the limits of acute exercise to
enhance M1 excitability. Finally, there is some evidence
to indicate that response to neuroplasticity-inducing protocols (e.g., PAS) may be greater in the afternoon (Sale
et al., 2007). While this has not been tested for exercise
speciﬁcally, this avenue of inquiry is worth pursuing as
the results could have important implications for future
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research on the eﬀects of acute exercise on cortical
excitability. Taken together, understanding the parameters and timing of exercise, and how responses may vary
in diﬀerent populations will be critical to enhancing knowledge and applicability of this ﬁeld.
This study revealed that the excitability of unique M1
interneurons is preferentially modulated by acute
exercise. Taken together, our results of increased
corticospinal excitability and decreased intracortical
inhibition measured with AP current indicate that APsensitive interneuron modulation may play an important
role in the exercise-induced alterations of M1
excitability. Our ﬁndings may have important
implications for the development of adjunct interventions
in healthy and clinical populations involving bouts of
acute exercise and for the application of TMS current
direction for the assessment and modulation of M1
excitability.
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